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Abstract – The paper describes a probabilistic method 

for transmission grid security evaluation. The most effi-
cient contributions to the system reliability can be found 
with the probabilistic methods. The method uses event and 
fault trees and combines them with power system dynamic 
simulations. Event trees model the substation protection 
and trip operations after line faults. Different event tree 
end states (fault duration, circuit breaker trips) are simu-
lated with power system dynamic analysis program. The 
dynamic analysis results are classified into secure, alert, 
emergency and system breakdown. Also a special alert 
state 'partial system breakdown' was classified. After that 
the event trees are analysed again, but now the end 
branches are labelled according to the power system 
states. The probabilities, minimal cut sets and grid level 
impor-tance measures (Fussell-Vesely, risk increase and 
decrease factors) are calculated for the total and partial 
system breakdown. In this way the relative importance of 
the substation components regarding to the total and par-
tial system breakdown was reached. Also the more and 
less likely contributing factors to system breakdown were 
re-ceived. With this method, an existing 400 kV transmis-
sion grid with its line fault and device failure statistics was 
analysed.  

Keywords: substation, protection, failure, reliability, 
power system, importance 

1 INTRODUCTION 
The traditional way to plan and operate a power sys-

tem is the deterministic n-1 criterion. In this method the 
power system shall be operated in such a way that after 
any single contingency the system remains stable and a 
new operating point without overloading and voltage 
violations can be reached. Probabilities of different 
faults are not traditionally taken into account; instead all 
faults that may limit the transmission capacity are 
treated equally. This traditional method can lead to 
conservative utilisation of the grid. However, the most 
efficient contributions to the system reliability en-
hancement can be found by using the probabilistic 
rather than deterministic methods.  

The power systems are usually large, complex and in 
many ways non-linear. The post-fault phenomena in a 
power system are dynamic in nature and dependent on 
the grid connection and load flow situations in different 
parts of the grid. Thus the security analysis of a power 
system is a difficult task. The effects of an unreliable 

power system transmission can be widespread and af-
fect millions of people. The traditional way to do the 
transmission grid security analyses is to assume that 
post-fault substation events (the protection system and 
circuit breaker operations) are 100 % reliable, i.e. to not 
take into account the possible component failures at all. 
In the literature, if the power system security is studied 
with a substation model, the grid model presented is 
often very simple compared to real grids [1], [2].  

There have been many security analysis studies made 
without a substation model in which correct trips after 
disturbances occur and the interest is the power system 
state after those trips [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], and [9]. 
This assumption is good for operation planning pur-
poses, but has limited use as part of an overall approach 
to the reliability analysis of transmission grids. 

Miki et al. [10] have developed a hybrid model that 
includes both power system dynamic simulations and 
event trees for the protection. The method is applied to 
a small grid. Since only the protection is modelled, the 
authors do not take into account the failures of the cir-
cuit breakers.  

Many authors deal with the reliability of protection 
but pay no or little attention to the consequences of 
protection failures to the power system, [11], [12], [13], 
[14], [15], and [16].   

In this paper we briefly present a method for trans-
mission grid reliability estimation in such a way that 
both the post-fault substation events and the power 
system dynamics are included. The method is applied to 
a real 400 kV transmission grid. It takes into account 
the substation busbar schemes, protection systems used, 
component failure probabilities and the effect of substa-
tion operation failures on the power system dynamics. 
Importance measures for the substation components of 
the whole Finnish 400 kV transmission grid for system 
breakdown and total system breakdown are calculated, 
too. A more detailed presentation of this model can be 
found in [17]. 

The reliability and risk assessment tools have widely 
been used for many applications, e.g. for nuclear power 
plants. There are several software tools for these pur-
poses. The purpose of this study was also to evaluate 
how applicable the traditional reliability methods, such 
as failure mode and effect analysis and event and fault 
trees, are for power system reliability analysis. Mathe-
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matical modelling and computational methods are the 
tools used in this research. The reliability analysis for 
substation component operations and dynamic simula-
tions for the power system are made and combined in 
order to obtain the objectives of the study. 

The outline of the paper is such that first the reliabil-
ity concepts used in this study are introduced. The sta-
tistics of the grid faults of the Finnish 400 kV transmis-
sion system are presented. The Finnish 400 kV line 
protec-tion system is briefly described. After that the 
combina-tion of the substation reliability analysis model 
and the dynamic simulations is presented. Finally some 
results and conclusions are reported. 

2 LIST OF ACRONYMS  
BFR Breaker failure relay 
CB Circuit breaker 
D Differential (relay) 
FMEA Failure mode and effect analysis 
FV Fussell-Vesely's measure of importance 
HVDC High voltage direct current 
MCB Miniature circuit breaker 
MCS Minimal cut set 
POTT Permissive overreach transfer trip scheme 
PSB Partial system breakdown 
RAR Rapid automatic reclosing 
RDF Risk decrease factor 
RIF Risk increase factor 
SB System breakdown 
Z Distance (relay) 

3 RELIABILITY CONCEPTS  

3.1 Power system reliability 
Reliability of a power system is a general term that 

refers to the probability of its satisfactory operation in 
the long term, whereas the power system security is the 
ability of the power system to withstand disturbances 
arising from faults or unscheduled loss of power system 
supply equipment(s). The distinction between reliability 
and security is worth noticing. Reliability is a function 
of the time-average performance of a power system, in 
different loading situations, after different faults, during 
different outages. It can only be judged by consideration 
of the system’s behaviour over an appreciable period of 
time. The security on the other hand is a time-varying 
attribute, which can be judged by studying the perform-
ance of the power system under a particular set of con-
ditions. To be reliable, the power system must be secure 
most of the time [18]. 

3.2 General reliability concepts  
Event tree is a logic tree diagram that systematically 

describes the sequence of events, which most often are 
safety functions planned for preventing a catastrophe. 
The diagram starts with an initiating event (in this case 
a line fault) and provides a systematic analysis of the 
different possible outcomes of the sequences. Event tree 
analysis can be quantitative, qualitative or both. 

Fault tree is a logical model, which explains the fail-
ures of higher level as a logical function of lower level 
failure events. Higher level in this context means the 
system and lower level means the subsystems and com-
ponents. In a fault tree construction the starting point is 
the specified system failure. The system components are 
called as basic events in a fault tree.  

A cut set is a set of basic events whose simultaneous 
occurrence ensures that the top event occurs that cannot 
be reduced. A cut set is a minimal cut set if it can not be 
reduced. Both a fault tree and event tree analysis pro-
duces a group of minimal cut sets. 

Fussell-Vesely’s measure of importance FV(i) of a 
basic event i is the approximate conditional probability 
that at least one minimal cut set that contains compo-
nent i is failed, given that the system is failed. A mini-
mal cut set is failed when all the components in the 
minimal cut set are failed. Thus the Fussell-Vesely 
importance identifies the components that have the 
largest probability of being the cause of the system 
failure [19].  

Risk increase factor (RIF) is the ratio of the condi-
tional system unreliability if component i is not present 
(or if component i is always failed) with the actual sys-
tem unreliability. It indicates the importance of main-
taining the current level of reliability for the component. 
Risk decrease factor RDF is the ratio of the actual sys-
tem unreliability with the conditional system unreliabil-
ity if component i is replaced by a perfect component. 
The risk decrease factor identifies the basic event that 
would improve the system most if it would be perfectly 
reliable [19]. 

The Fussell-Vesely importance is directly propor-
tional to the unavailability of the component. Thus FV 
importance measures could be used alone for identify-
ing the potential components for safety improvement. 
FV importance is comparable to risk decrease factor. 
The risk increase factor measure sees the system from 
the different point of view. RIF does not represent the 
component itself but the defence of the rest of the instal-
lation against a failure of a component [20]. 

4 STATISTICS OF GRID FAULTS  
The system under study is the Finnish 400 kV grid. 

There have been 214 line shunt faults (48 short circuits 
and 166 earth faults) in the Finnish 400 kV grid during 
the years 1983-2002. Only 25 faults were permanent. 
The causes for line short circuits were a lightning 
stroke, a tree, forest fire, high wind, a fallen tower and a 
small aeroplane that cut the earth wires. The causes of 
earth faults were a tower or tower part failure, a vehicle 
that cut the guy of a guyed tower, ice on phase wires or 
dew on earthing wires, a tree and earth slide due to a 
nearby dumping place caused one tower to move. Some 
faults remained unknown. A current transformer has 
exploded nine times. The result of these explosions was 
the trip of a line, trip of a busbar or trip of two busbars. 
Only two 
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Figure 1:   The block diagram of the reliability model. FMEA = failure mode and effect analysis.  

 
busbar shunt faults were caused by some other reason 
than the current transformer.  

This study deals with the line shunt faults and the 
substation events after the faults, since the line faults are 
the most common grid fault type.  

The average annual line fault frequency used in this 
study is calculated from the 20 years statistics of Fin-
grid Oyj and it includes both the earth faults and short 
circuits. The estimate for annual line fault frequency per 
kilometre is 2.9E-03 (214 faults / 72800 km). It is the 
total number of line faults divided by the total line kilo-
metre years. With 4300 line kilometres the average 
annual number of line shunt faults in the Finnish 400 
kV grid is about 13. 

5 THE FINNISH 400 KV LINE PROTECTION 
SYSTEM 

The Finnish 400 kV transmission line protection sys-
tem always consists of two separate main protection 
relays. The two main relays are most often different 
types of distance (Z) relays, which are equipped with 
permissive overreach transfer trip scheme (POTT) in 
order to trip instantaneously the faults near the line 
ends. POTT scheme needs a telecommunication chan-
nel. Very short lines and some other special lines, such 
as series compensated lines, are provided with one dis-
tance relay and one differential (D) relay.  

Rapid automatic reclosing relays (RAR) close the 
circuit breakers after instantaneous line trips. One line 
end, which is called as a master, does the automatic 
reclosing after a time delay (usually 400 ms) if the line 
is dead and the busbar voltage is 400 kV. The other line 
end, which is called as a follower, makes the automatic 
reclosing if the line and busbar voltages are equal and 
the angle difference between them is small enough after 
a time delay, which is usually 600 ms. 

The new installations of two main relays are redun-
dant. They are situated in different relay cubicles, fed 
by different 220 V dc batteries and fed by different 
secondary coils of the instrument transformers. The two 
distance relays of the same line end shall not be of simi-
lar type. Therefore it is considered that common cause 
failure mode can be neglected with new installations. 
The old installations with electromechanical distance 
relays have a common miniature circuit breaker of the 
voltage transformer, which is modelled in the fault 
trees. The line protection system for 400 kV lines is 
equipped with one or two telecommunication channels. 
If there are two channels, they always have different 
routes and are redundant apart from the 48 V dc supply 
for the telecommunication devices. 

The breaker failure relay (BFR) measures the current 
of the circuit breaker (CB) that has received a trip sig-
nal. If the current does not stop in a given time, the 
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breaker failure relay trips all the circuit breakers con-
nected to the same busbar as the faulted one and sends a 
trip signal to the distance relays at the remote end sub-
station of the faulted line bay.  

6 THE RELIABILITY ANALYSIS MODEL  
The overall block diagram of the reliability analysis 

model presented in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. The 
reliability model includes the analysis of the initiating 
events (grid faults), substation model, dynamic simula-
tions of the grid and both local and grid level impor-
tance analysis.  

The substation reliability model is created with event 
and fault trees. Event tree analysis results are the differ-
ent possible fault durations and circuit breaker trips. 
Also the probability of the consequences and corre-
sponding minimal cut sets are received. These are called 
as substation consequences, and they are not dependent 
on the load flow or on the grid connection. The substa-
tion consequences are needed for power system simula-
tion. The substation model takes into account all the 
devices that are needed for fault isolation, i.e. the pro-
tection system, the circuit breakers and the telecommu-
nication channels.  

Substation consequences were simulated with power 
system dynamic simulation software. The dynamic 
simulations were made only with one load flow and 
with a normal intact grid connection. The stability and 
the possible voltage and thermal limit violations and the 
reach of the remote back-up distance protection were 
checked for defining the power system post-fault state.  

The effects of the substation failures to the power 
system are known after the dynamic simulations are 
analysed. The classification of simulation results is 
made according to power system states: secure, alert, 
emergency and system breakdown. Also a special alert 
case, called as partial system breakdown is introduced. 

After the simulations are classified the power system 
states with respect to different substation consequences 
are known at one load flow; now they can be added as 
power system consequences to the event trees. When 
the event trees are analysed again, the results are the 
probabilities of different power system states after each 
line fault. Also minimal cut sets and importance meas-
ures for power system consequences can be calculated. 

7 THE RELIABILITY MODEL OF A 
SUBSTATION  

7.1 Event trees  
Substation risk modelling follows the principles of 

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) and uses event 
and fault trees. PSA is originally used for safety analy-
sis of nuclear power plants. This approach is suitable 
also for modelling the power system protection, since 
the method is developed for analysing the safety func-
tions after an accident. The purpose in this study was to 
combine reliability modelling and grid analysis. Event 
and fault tree analysis is illustrative and the event trees, 

when correctly built, give the data needed for power 
system dynamic simulation. Here the event and fault 
trees are created and analysed by using commercial 
software for reliability and risk analysis. In this model 
each event tree branch always has one success and one 
failure path. A location, where one can create branches 
in an event tree, is called as a function event in the pro-
gram used. The input values of the function events are 
calculated with fault trees; therefore the fault tree top 
gates are the inputs of the function events. An example 
of an event tree is presented in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Figure 2:  The event tree for substation events after a line 
fault. RAR = rapid automatic reclosing. 

Because the distance protection operates in different 
ways in different fault locations, each line is divided 
into three sections. At the 20 % section near the master 
line end the distance relays at the master line end trip at 
zone 1 and the distance relays at the follower line end 
trip at permissive overreach transfer trip (POTT) 
scheme. At the 20 % section near the follower line end 
the follower relays trip at zone 1 and the master relays 
trip at POTT scheme. The faults at the remaining 60 % 
of the line length are tripped at zone 1 at both line ends. 
Therefore three event trees for each line are needed.  

There are four different line types, when the number 
of circuit breakers (CB) is considered. The different line 
types are the following:  

(1) Both line ends have double circuit breakers. 
(2) The master line end has double CBs and the fol-

lower line end has single CB.  
(3) The follower line end has double CBs and the 

master line end has single CB. 
(4) Both line ends have single CBs. 
Therefore twelve different event tree constructions 

are needed in order to model all the lines. The function 
events of the event trees and the numbers of different 
substation consequences of the event tree are marked in 
Fig. 2 with numbers. The explanations of the substation 
consequence identifications are listed here: 

- 00 Both the protection and CBs succeed. Rapid 
automatic reclosure succeeds at both line ends. 

- 01 Both the protection and CBs succeed. Rapid 
automatic reclosure fails at one or both line ends. 
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- 10 At the follower line end the protection and CB 
succeeds to trip the fault. At the master line end the 
CB fails to trip but the BFR protection succeeds to 
trip the busbar. 

- 11 At the master line end the protection and CB 
succeed to trip the fault. At the follower line end 
the CB fails to trip, but the BFR succeeds to trip 
the busbar.  

- 12 The relays at both line ends send trip signals, 
the CBs at both line ends fail to trip but both BFR 
protection systems succeed to trip the relevant bus-
bars. 

- 23 At the follower line end the protection and CB 
succeeds to trip the fault. At the master line end ei-
ther the relays fail to send a trip signal or the CBs 
and BFR protection fail. The fault current contin-
ues to flow from the master line end. 

- 24 At the master line end the protection and circuit 
breakers succeed to trip the fault. At the follower 
line end either the relays fail to send a trip signal or 
the CBs and BFR protection fail. The fault current 
continues to flow from the follower line end. 

In the event tree construction it is worth noting that 
there exist fatal failures after which the failure branch 
always is the end branch. Such fatal failures are the 
substation consequences 23 and 24, where the fault 
current continues to flow at one line end. The probabil-
ity that there would be no trip at one line end and simul-
taneously some failure at the other line end is consid-
ered to be so small that it was ignored. 

7.2 Fault trees  
The function events of the event trees need an input 

in order to calculate the branch probabilities. Fault tree 
top gates are used as inputs for event tree branches. An 
example of a fault tree is in Fig. 3. The top gate of this 
fault tree is the failure of two microprocessor distance 
relays to send a trip signal to the circuit breakers. 

 
Figure 3:  A fault tree, where the top gate is “two main pro-
tection distance relays fail to send a zone 1 trip signal to cir-
cuit breaker trip coils. Z = distance relay, MCB = miniature 
circuit breaker, VT = voltage transformer, DC = direct cur-
rent. 

The input data needed for quantitative fault tree 
analysis is received with failure mode and effect analy-
sis, FMEA. The reliability model is created in order to 
analyse a real 400 kV grid. Thus the failure data as well 
as the structures modelled are specific rather than uni-
versal. Different transmission companies may have 
different substation structures, different protection sys-
tems, different maintenance policies and they have 
devices manufactures by different companies. The sta-
tistics presented in this chapter is received mostly from 
device failure database of the Finnish transmission 
system operator Fingrid Oyj. Some data is received 
from the supervisory control and data acquisition sys-
tem. The data used in this research cover the different 
periods depending on the respective substation devices. 
The quality of data was not constant, being better for 
some components than for others. Also the experts of 
the maintenance, planning and local operation were 
interviewed during the FMEA process. The model does 
not contain other common cause failures than the sub-
station and the bay. 

 

8 POWER SYSTEM SIMULATIONS  
The grid simulations were made by using a power 

system analysis software package. The grid model in the 
software was the Nordic interconnected system, but the 
grid models of other Nordic countries were not as de-
tailed as that of Finland. The load flow used in the 
simulations was such that the power imports from Swe-
den and from Russia to Finland were roughly the half of 
the maximum allowed. The load flow used was a real 
load flow on a day in January 2002.  

The other substation consequences were simulated 
exactly as they were defined in the event trees (fault 
duration and tripped components) except consequences 
23 and 24. The consequences 23 and 24 (‘no trip at the 
substation’) were simulated in such a way that the fault 
duration was at one line end was 1000 ms after which 
the whole substation was tripped. This fault sequence 
modelled the case in which the remote back up protec-
tion trips the substation after the trip of the faulted line 
fails. The remote back up protection consists of the zone 
2 of the distance relays. 

The simulation results were classified to secure, alert, 
emergency and system breakdown. The system break-
down could be caused due to different causes. An un-
stable case in the dynamic simulations was one reason. 
Another possibility for a case to be classified as a sys-
tem breakdown was such that the zone 3 of the remote 
back-up protection did not reach to fault location in 
consequences 23 and 24. In this case it did not matter if 
the dynamic simulation result was unstable or not. If 
there was no trip at the faulted line end and additionally, 
if the remote back-up protection did not reach to the 
fault, nothing else would isolate the fault. 

An extra class ‘partial system breakdown’, which is a 
special case among alert cases, was used as well. The 
definition for a partial system breakdown is that it is an 
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alert or an emergency state in which one or several extra 
generators or HVDC links trip due to the extended fault 
duration. It is worth noticing that if a radial line be-
tween a generator and the grid is tripped, this is not 
regarded as an extra trip, since the generator acts as 
planned after such a fault. 

9 COMBINATION OF EVENT TREE MODEL 
AND THE SIMULATIONS  

Fig. 4 presents the block diagram of the combination 
of the reliability model and dynamic simulations of the 
power system. After the dynamic simulations the new 
power system consequences received from power sys-
tem simulations are added into the end branches of the 
event trees. Always when a substation consequence 
(e.g. a consequence numbered as 12 or 23) of a certain 
event tree leads to a total or partial system breakdown, 
the power system consequences SB for system break-
down and PSB for partial system breakdown are added 
to corresponding end branches of the event trees. 

Figure 4 presents an example of an event tree with 
added power system consequence analysis results. In 
this case the power system state is a system breakdown 
if the follower or master line end trip is totally missing 
due to protection failure or due to the breaker failure 
protection failure.  

After the power system consequences received from 
dynamic simulations were added to the end branches of 
the event trees of all lines, the consequence analysis of 
the system breakdown and partial system breakdown for 
the whole grid could be made. 

 

 
Figure 4:  An event tree with the power system consequences 
system breakdown (SB) and partial system breakdown (PSB) 
added to the end branches. RAR = rapid automatic reclosing. 

The event trees were now analysed again, but the 
goal this time is to ascertain the grid-level frequency of 
system breakdown and partial system breakdown and 
the corresponding importance measures. The probabil-
ity, minimal cut sets and importance measures were 
calculated directly for power system consequences 
instead of substation consequences. The consequence 
analysis results are therefore at the grid level. 

When calculating the contribution of one line to the 
power system, the initiating event frequency needs to be 
calculated. All the event tree analyses are made in such 
a way that the initiating event has a certain frequency. 
The results of the event tree analysis are therefore fre-
quencies rather than probabilities. In this study, the 
initiating events are the line faults and it is assumed that 
the annual line fault frequency per line length is con-
stant. The initiating event frequency therefore depends 
on the line fault frequency and on the line section 
length. The average line fault frequency estimate is 
calculated from the statistics of 20 years of Fingrid Oyj; 
it includes both earth faults and short circuits. The cal-
culation of the line fault estimate is presented in Chapter 
4.  

The frequency of the system breakdown after line 
shunt faults is a result of the analysis of all event trees. 
The frequency of the system breakdown f(SB) is the 
sum of the system breakdowns of each event tree and is 
presented in Equation (1). 

∑
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where f(SBM) is the system breakdown frequency of 
event tree M, f(SB) is the frequency of the system 
breakdown of all event trees and K is the number of all 
event trees in the model. Fig. 5 presents the block dia-
gram of the combination of event tree analysis and grid 
dynamic simulations.  

 

 
Figure 5:  The block diagram of the power system reliability 
analysis after line faults. 
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10 RESULTS  
The estimates of the partial and total system break-

down frequencies due to failures at the substation op-
erations after all line shunt faults were calculated. The 
estimates were calculated for a lightly loaded grid only, 
which means that the values are to some extent too 
optimistic. The estimates for the time interval between 
successive system breakdowns and partial system 
breakdowns due to line faults were 730 years and 9 
years, respectively.  

10.1 System breakdown  
There were two different series of events that led to a 

system breakdown. The most common cause was the 
failure to trip at the substation, after which the remote 
back-up protection reach was not sufficient to isolate 
the fault. The substation consequences that caused this 
system breakdown were numbered as 23 or 24 and are 
presented in Section 7.1. This kind of series of events 
caused a system breakdown after faults at 26 of 39 
lines. The system remained dynamically stable, but was 
classified as a system breakdown due to the insufficient 
reach of the remote back-up distance relays.  

The other, and significantly less frequent, cause that 
resulted in a system breakdown was extended fault 
duration near the generators. The extended fault dura-
tion was caused by the circuit breakers that failed to trip 
or by the failure of the telecommunication channel that 
caused the trip signal delay. The extended fault duration 
in these cases was either 250 ms or 450 ms. This was 
the case after faults at 6 lines. If a circuit breaker fails, 
the fault duration is 250 ms and several lines are tripped 
at single circuit breaker substations. If the telecommu-
nication fails, the faulted line is tripped after 450 ms, 
which also can lead to loss of transient stability of the 
system. Seven lines were such that there were no system 
breakdowns after the fault sequences studied. 

There were 13963 different minimal cut sets that led 
to a system breakdown. Fig. 7 presents the components 
of the 100 most important minimal cut sets for the sys-
tem breakdown. The frequency contributions of the cut 
sets are presented in Fig. 8. Those 100 minimal cut sets 
represent 81.1 % of the whole system breakdown fre-
quency. It appears that minimal cut sets consisting of 
two circuit breaker failures represent more than half of 
the minimal cut sets. Both series of events that lead to 
the system breakdown are included. 

Figure 6:   The components of the 100 most important mini-
mal cut sets for a system breakdown. 

The most important minimal cut sets for the failure to 
trip at the substation always have two components. 
These components are eit her two circuit breakers at the 
single circuit breaker substation, two main protection 
relays or the telecommunication of the main protection 
1 and the relay of the main protection 2. 

 

Figure 7:   The frequency contributions of the 100 most 
important minimal cut sets for a system breakdown. 

At a few fault locations the power system went into 
system breakdown due to transient stability. The mini-
mal cut sets that are most important at grid level have 
one basic event only; it is either one circuit breaker or 
one telecommunication channel. These components 
were the highest in the minimal cut set ranking list and 
are ranked high in all importance measure lists, too. 

10.1.1 Importance measures 
Among the most important components according to 

Fussell-Vesely and risk decrease factor measures, there 
are 18 circuit breakers, 11 distance relays and 3 tele-
communication channels. The FV measure of them 
varies between 0.11 and 0.13. Most, but not all, circuit 
breakers are air-blast circuit breakers. It is worth notic-
ing that the remote back-up protection systems are not 
included in the importance measures, since they are not 
modelled in event trees. 

The most significant RIF measures were different 
from Fussell-Vesely and risk decrease factors. The basic 
events for substations and bays had the highest RIF 
measure. This is natural, since the basic events for bays 
and substations are in all fault trees of that bay and that 
substation, respectively. Therefore they are in all func-
tion events of the event trees and their failure causes the 
system to fail. This is a structural property of the model.  

In addition to this, all the voltage transformer minia-
ture circuit breakers of electromechanical distance re-
lays were ranked high in the list of grid-level RIF meas-
ures. The two electromechanical distance relays protect-
ing the same line have a common miniature circuit 
breaker in the voltage transformer circuit. If the minia-
ture circuit breaker trips, both relays are incapable of 
tripping the line. 

The ranking list of local parameter sensitivity shows 
that the circuit breaker testing interval and the failure 
rate of air-blast circuit breakers are the parameters that 
have the highest sensitivity values. This list also has 
ranked quite highly some unavailability values of the 
distance relays. 
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10.2 Partial system breakdown  
A delayed line trip takes longer than 100 ms. A de-

layed trip was the reason for a partial system breakdown 
because of faults at 21 lines. The consequence of the 
delayed line trip was the trip of near-by generators or 
the permanent blocking of near-by HVDC links. One 
reason for the delayed trip was the failure of the tele-
communication signal, which caused the distance relays 
to trip at zone 2. This caused the fault duration to be 
about 450 ms. The most important minimal cut sets of 
this power system state had only one basic event; this 
was the power line carrier telecommunication channel. 

Another cause of a delayed trip is the circuit breaker 
becoming stuck. A breaker failure relay trips the other 
circuit breakers connected to the same busbar as the 
faulted circuit breaker. In this case, the fault duration 
was 250 ms. This failure caused the partial system 
breakdown on many lines near the generators and 
HVDC links. 

There were 7603 different minimal cut sets that led 
to a partial system breakdown. The most important 
minimal cut sets with one component have a telecom-
munication channel or a circuit breaker. The frequency 
contributions of a telecommunication channel and a 
circuit breaker were 81 % and 19 %, respectively. The 
circuit breaker was often, but not always, an air-blast 
circuit breaker. Similarly, the telecommunication chan-
nel was often, but not always, a power line carrier. 
Naturally the components of these basic events were 
located near the generators or HVDC links. 

10.2.1 Importance measures 
Fussell-Vesely importance measures and RDF meas-

ures were identical to the list of minimal cut sets. The 
same circuit breakers and telecommunication channels 
that were ranked highest in the minimal cut set list were 
ranked high on the Fussell-Vesely and RDF lists, too. 
The reason is obvious: these components already have a 
high failure rate in the model. 

When ranking RIF measures, it was the circuit break-
ers, substations, line bays and miniature circuit breakers 
of the voltage transformers that were ranked high. The 
circuit breakers were to some extent different from the 
ones with a high Fussell-Vesely ranking. Power line 
carrier telecommunication channels were not ranked 
very high in the RIF list. 

The ranking list of local parameter sensitivity shows 
that the power line carrier telecommunication constant 
unavailability has the highest sensitivity for the partial 
system breakdown. The circuit breaker test interval has 
the second largest sensitivity. 

11 CONCLUSIONS  
This study deals with the transmission system reli-

ability. More precisely, it proposes a reliability model 
for a power system, where the reliability of the substa-
tion protection and tripping functions after line shunt 
faults and the impact of possible failures of these func-

tions on the power system dynamics are taken into ac-
count. 

The main contribution of the study is a probabilistic 
method for transmission grid security analysis after line 
shunt faults. This method enables the estimation of the 
probability of the system breakdown and other power 
system states. The method developed for substation 
post-fault operations utilises event and fault trees and 
therefore it inherently brings the possibility to calculate 
different importance measures for substation compo-
nents and for parameters of the model. In this study a 
method for scaling the local importance measures into 
grid level importance measures is developed. Impor-
tance measures can be used as tools for evaluating the 
importance of different grid components in several 
ways. With these importance measures, the more and 
less effective ways for improving the grid security can 
be found. 

The method proposed is applicable to real transmis-
sion grids. Every line and every substation bay with the 
line protection primary and secondary components are 
included in the model. The basic functions in the substa-
tion operations after line faults are modelled, yet some 
simplifications and assumptions were made. The pre-
definitions and assumptions of the model were made 
bearing in mind the applicability of the method for the 
grids of real size. The second principle in the modelling 
process was the fact that the basic phenomena and reli-
ability problems were of interest instead of every (local) 
detail. 

It is important to remember the properties of a prob-
abilistic approach. The probability indicates the degree 
of uncertainty and a result like ‘once in 9 years’ needs 
to be understood as a rational belief based on a certain 
case and certain assumptions instead of a scientific fact 
that can be proved. One has to bear in mind that we 
have modelled what we know about the transmission 
system. This probability model connects the evidence of 
the component reliability to the transmission system 
breakdown probability in a rational way.  

The model gives information of the upper level (the 
transmission grid) reliability by using the reliability of 
the lower level components. There is no data available 
of the system breakdown but a lot of data about the 
failures of different components exist. The grid level 
failure is a function of the structural function of the 
system and the reliability of the system components. 
The important results in this approach are failure se-
quences that contribute to the system breakdown, the 
importance values and ranking of different components 
and the indicators for the system breakdown. Thus the 
main result is the knowledge of the system characteris-
tics.  

The model requires still development in order to be 
an everyday tool in a transmission company. After some 
development the method can be used for a security 
analysis in different grid connections and load flow 
cases. 
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